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TOWARDS A COMPREHENSIVE QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE OPERATION OF REAL-TIME
FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY EXTRACTORS
DAVID M HOWARD, JOHN A MAIDMENT, DAVID A J SMITH and IAN S HOWARD

PHONETICS and LINGUISTICS DEPARTMENT, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON, UK

ABSTRACT
Reliable measurement of speech fundamental
frequency is an essential element in many
aspects of research. There are many methods
available for such measurement, but there is
no
rigorous
technique
which
allows a
quantitative evaluation of these methods.
This paper discusses work being carried out
at UCL to investigate the possibility of
providing a viable methodology for device
assessment.
Three
acoustically
based
devices are used alongside a standard (the
laryngograph) to illustrate progress to date.

There is a paucity of work comparing th;
operation of
such
devices.
The
most
extensive 1s ( 2 1 , which involved a heaq
interactive human workload and would thus not
be suitable for making quick checks during
device development.
This paper discussea
various measures, some new and some already^
routine, which are being carried out on the
outputs from, at present, four Fx devices,
one of which can justifiably be considered
a 'standard' against which the operation of
others can be assessed. These measures hava
found
and
indeed
will find successful!
application in the quantification of normal
pathological and synthetic voice production:'
after the appropriate choice of a Speech
fundamental frequency estimation device ha8
been made.

INTRODUCTION
DEVICES USED IN THIS STUDY
Phoneticians, linguists, speech therapists
and musicologists are members of just some of
the professions whose work can depend upon a
reliable estimation of speech fundamental
frequency (Fx). The design of devices and
algorithms to extract Fx from a speech input
has been, and still is, a prime area in
speech
research.
Such a device should
isolate those portions of the input speech
which are neither voiceless nor silent, and
determine
their
periodicity.
Many
algorithms, (1) gives an extensive review,
utilising properties of a periodic signal in
the time domain and/or the frequency domain,
have been proposed which attempt to do this,
but to date, no Fx estimation algorithm or
device exists which operates reliably for all
speakers in all possible speech environmental
conditions. Those algorithms which are used,
have typically been designed for a particular
application, and in most cases, the chosen
technique
has
to
undergo an elaborate
optimisation procedure.
This optimisation process
during
device
development
is
most
time
consuming,
principally because there is no quantitative
method with which the operation of a device
can be quickly evaluated, to ascertain for
example,
whether
altering
a particular
operating parameter improves
or
worsens
overall device performance.
One may, for
example, alter one parameter to improve the
detection of the start of voiced segments,
but that change might in itself mean that the
ends of voiced segments are no longer so
reliably defined.
It is also the case that
many professional users have to rely heavily
on the sometimes rather insubstantial claims
made regarding the ability of a particular
device to estimate Fx. Such a user would be
disadvantaged
because
there
is
no
quantitative
benchmark
against which to
estimate, say, how suitable a given system,
which
will
have
been
designed for a
particular situation, might be for another
user's intended application.

Devices designed to estimate Fx can be
divided into the following four classes:
frequency domain devices, which rely on the
fact that in voiced speech the spectrum is
essentially harmonic; time domain devices,
which rely on the fact that voiced speech is
essentially periodic; hybrid devices, which
combine
various
features
of
time and
frequency domain d e v ~ c e s ;and devices which
derive their input directly from the larynx.
At UCL, many years of experience have been
gained with the laryngograph (3) which fits
into the last-named category. This device
derives a fundamental period measure directly
from the source of voiced sounds - the vocal
folds.
Hence
the
laryngograph
output
waveform (Lx) provides the basis for a
rigo~ous indication of Fx and it is used as
the standard' against which other devices
can be compared, a practice endorsed in ( 4 ) .
In
the
tests, three acoustically based
devices are currently tested against the
laryngograph.
Two are widely known and well
established methods : the cepstrum method ( 5 1 1
which operates in the frequency domain; and
the
Gold/Rabiner
algorithm
(6),
which
operates in the time domain. The third is a
time domain peak-picking device ( 7 ) , which is
a small pocket-sized battery-powered systes
that has been developed as part of the EP1
group cochlear implant prosthesis (8). ~ a c ~
of these acoustically based devices exist i*
two forms: as a real-time hardware device1
used in the tests involving passages of t e x t ;
and as software implementations on a ~assco*P
5500 system which have been developed as part
of the Alvey programme-of the speech
algorithmic
representations (SPAR)
used for the detailed study of device output
waveforms fo,r short speech input segments.

DEVELOPMENT OF

A

DEVICE ASSESSMENT STRATEGY

The errors which are made by Fx estimation
devices have been itemised in (2) in four
categories: a ) gross; and b) fine pitch
determination errors; c ) voiced-to-voiceless
errors; and d ) voiceless-to-voiced errors.
These errors are all concerned with the fine
detail of algorithm operation, and would
appear to encompass the essential elements
required to carry out device assessment.
Khilst the terms voiced' and 'voiceless are
used to describe a phonetic opposition, and
it is of prime importance to investigate how
the devices cope with the transition from one
to the other, it should be noted that there
are occasions when the vocal ,folds do not
vibrate but the soun would be
voiced' and
perceived to have a pitch, as for example, in
whispered speech. None of the present day Fx
estimation devices will cope with such a
situation without the addition of some speech
recognition resources.
In order to obtain some useful quantitative
measure of the,operation of these devices in
these terms, it is essential to be able not
only to measure these parameters in a useful
manner, but also to present the results in a
fashion
which
makes for ease in their
interpretation. In an attempt to achieve
this in this study the outputs from the four
devices are being investigated and compared
3ttr two levels: a "macro" level, in the sense
tfiat a comparison is made using a complete
2-3
minute passage of spoken text as input;
3nd a "micro" level
where
a
detailed
inspection of the device output waveforms
2btained is made when a short input is used.
5t the macro level, statistical procedures
ilready exist (see below) which have been
leveloped for the quantification of normal
ind pathological, for example see (g), and
synthetic (10) voice production parameters,
m d these measures are used as the basis for
:he
development
of
new
procedures
jpecifically for this study.
:t is hoped that in the future these new
~icro and macro measures will begin to be
%ombined in such a manner that the micro
lethod
time-aligns
the
device
output
raveforms for "best-fit", thus providing a
ixed time axis to allow the macro measure
roperly to begin to quantify the categories
)
to
d ) listed above.
Thus in this
nitially
rather
simple
approach,
the
peration of devices can be ordered by merit
g2inst the standard, or progress during
evice
development can be quantitatively
onitored.
EASURES AT THE 'MACRO' (WHOLE PASSAGE INPUT)

he laryngograph output waveform (Lx) is used
S
a benchmark in the assessment.
This
iiveform is derived by measurement of the
3rying electrical impedance between
two
lectrodes placed externally on either side
E
the
speaker's
larynx
(3).
The
?propriately polarised Lx waveform gives a
irect measure of vocal fold contact area
e r thus defining the point when the
c L i s acoustically excited with each
3 closure very clearly (see fiqure
.
In order to make use of Lx for device
>mparison, a clear indication
of
each
lstant of closure is required from which a

"standard"
fundamental frequency (Fx) or
fundamental period (Tx) measure
can
be
defined.
Typically a Voiscope (9) is used,
but in the cases plotted below a Masscomp
5500 implementation has been used, which
generates a pulse at each point of closure to
allow
Tx
(see
figure
lc)
and
the
corresponding
Fx (see figure 2a) to be
measured on a period by period basis.
Given a digital representation of the larynx
period values for a sizeable passage of
speech, a number of summarizing analysis
techniques may be applied. Perhaps the most
obvious of these is the computation of the
probability-density
function
of
the Tx
values. The practice at UCL has been to
compute the percentage normalized frequency
of occurrence of Fx values derived from Tx
and quantized to 128 logarithmically equal
intervals in the range 30.52 to 1000Hz. The
results of such analysis, called Dx, are
displayed as a histogram with log scales for
both horizontal and vertical axes (see Figure
3 ) . The software package which performs this
analysis
is implemented on a BBC micro
computer system and contains options for the
analysis to proceed on single Tx values (1st
Order), doublets of successive Tx values (2nd
Order) or triplets of successive Tx values
(3rd Order).
There is also an option to
compute various summary statistics of the
distribution, such as mean, mode, median,
variance and estimates of the range. For the
purposes of comparing one Dx distribution
with
another,
both
visually
and
statistically, it has been found useful to
plot Dx cumulatively (see Figure 4). The
measure of similarity of distributions is the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov' ( K S ) statistic, which is a
measure of goodness-of-fit. This was chosen
for two main reasons: ease of computation
(the KS statistic is simply the maximum
absolute difference between two cumulative
step functions) and the
fact
that
no
assumption
of
an
underlying
Gaussian
population distribution must be made.
The second type of 'macro' analysis which may
be applied is the
computation
of
the
probability-density
of
first
order
Tx
transitions.
The Tx
values
are
first
converted
to
Fx
and
quantized to 64
logarithmically equal intervals in the range
30.52
to
1000Hz.The
distribution which
results from this analysis is called Cx and
is illustrated in Figure 5. The probability
of transition between any pair of quantized
Fx values is indicated by the darkness of the
marking at the relevant co-ordinates of the
diagram.
The above types of analysis are of fairly
long standing. Two other analyses of Tx have
been recently developed specifically for the
purposes of device comparison, although it is
envisaged that these too will find wider
applications in speech research. In view of
the classification of device errors given in
(2)
mentioned
above
which
includes
voiced-to-voiceless
errors
and
voiceless-to-voiced errors, it was thought
that it might be fruitful to investigate the
distributions
of
durations of laryngeal
silence and the durations of uninterrupted
laryngeal activity and to compare the output
of the various devices under these two types
of analysis.
Thus, the two new analyses
called Sx and Vx show the probability-density
function of silent periods and voiced periods
in the output of the devices. The threshold
value for a break in voicing is a period

duration exceeding 32.77 ms. Sx, therefore
is simply the distribution of Tx values
between 32.77 ms and 32.77 S, which is the
maximum value which can be stored by the
input routine. Vx is the distribution of of
the sums of Tx periods occurring between
successive non-voiced portions of speech. Sx
and Vx distributions may be found in Figures

intended to give any more than an initial
quantification between the devices.
nature of the speech input itself playsThe
an
important part in defining how appropriatel
a device will function, (1) and ( 2 1 , and aY
suitable selection of speech data with whic6
to test the devices must be gathered at a
later date.

6..

MEASURES AT
LEVEL

DISCUSSION
THE 'MICRO' (SINGLE PHONE

INPUT)

The
measures
which are currently being
investigated at the micro level
involve
detailed
measurements
on the output Tx
waveforms (one pulse per
voiced
speech
period) from the devices. In these initial
stages, short input speech pressure and Lx
waveforms are employed, and this discussion
will be restricted to an isolated citation
form vowel
as in 'far', spoken by a
normal male.

[a],

Each of
the
three
acoustically
based
algorithms,
implemented
digitally
on a
Masscomp 5500 system, takes a speech pressure
waveform sampled at 12.8kHz as input, and
produces a Tx waveform as output. The Lx
waveform is also sampled at 12.8kHz1 and this
is digitally processed to ~ r o d u c e ?
Tx
waveform which is used as the standard . In
all the Tx waveforms, a pulse consists of a
single non-zero value with all other values
being zero.
The Tx waveforms obtained from
&l1 four devices are shown in figure 1, along
with the original speech pressure and Lx
waveforms.
These
Tx
waveforms can be
transformed to Fx contours on a period by
period basis without smoothing, see figure 2,
to give a clearer visual impression of the
device outputs, indeed, this method has been
used to make an initial device comparison in
the past (11). In this case it can be seen
that the rise-fall intonation pattern is
clear in each output, although a closer
inspecTion clearly reveals differences at the
'micro level.
The current work at the micro level involves
using the four Tx waveforms as the input to a
program which correlates the standard Tx
waveform with each of the test Tx waveforms
in turn. A correlation array is obtained on
a point by point basis by delaying the test
Tx waveform with respect to the standard
waveform and then multiplying them together.
Then the test Tx waveform is shifted by one
sample
value
and
the
next
point is
calculated. The correlation array is then
normalised to consist of values between zero
and one, by dividing each element by the
total number of pulses in the standard Tx
waveform, and the maximum with the associated
time delay is found. These figures give a
measure of the fit between the test and the
standard device outputs, and the
values
obtained for the vowel shown in figure 1 are
given above the appropriate Tx waveform plot.
From these figures, it would appear that the
output from the peak-picker exhibits the
'best-fit' with the laryngograph output, the
Gold-Rabiner
the next best-fit, and the
cepstral device the least best-fit.
The
delays
associated
with
these
measures
indicate the time shift required to achieve
that maximum correlation. These figures are
presented to illustrate the development of
the micro methodology, and they are not

devices
Fundamental frequency
extraction
operating in different domains fro*
speech
input are designed to exploit various aspecb
of the input speech in their attempts to
establish
whether that input is voiced,
voiceless or silent. It is, though, the very
nature of the input speech waveform itself
which thwarts the search for some universal1
applicable Fx measuring device. Even if on
had any means
available,
however
tim
consuming,
there
would
still
be
th
difficulty
in
deciding:
exactly
whic
portions of the speech waveform were Voiced
voiceless or silent; the exact points a
which
to place boundaries between thes
portions; and exactly what
the
curren
measure
should
be
for the fundamenta
period/frequency in a voiced segment at any
given point in time. Thus there is no one
measure which can be applied to assess the
operation
of
a
given
device, such a
comparison must be based on a carefully
defined
matrix
of parameters chosen to
quantify typical errors made by Fx estimation
devices.
This study has been started with a view to
eventually being able to establish such ?
parameter matrix. Analyses at the 'macro
level are already giving an overall measure
of the a device's ability to estimate Fx, and
both voiced and voiceless interval length.
Whilst
these measures are in themselves
informative, they are not linked directly to
the input speech, so for example, the modes
in Vx plots obtained from the laryngograph
and the cepstral device might each be made up
of measurements made on different segments in
the original input speech.
Thus, whilst
giving a useful initial device comparison,
such global measures can not be used to
determine the exact errors incurred with
particular speech input,sounds. It was with
this in mind that the
micro
measurements
were begun.
Measurements at the micro level are intended
to time align the device output waveforms
before a comparison is made.
The values
given in figure 1 reflect, a least in part,
the
relative
delay
between the speech
pressure and the Lx wavfeform at recording,
due to the extra time taken for transmission
in the acoustic path. In the case of the
somewhat
larger
value
gained from the
cepstral process, this reflects the windowing
used.
A correlation analysis is being used to
achieve thi?, which essentially gives the
devices the benefit of the doubt' in their
ability to estimate Fx. This seems to be t h e
most reliable parameter to use since most F*
estimation devices are primarily designed to
do just that.. A correlation based upon saYf
the length of estimated voiced. or voiceless
segments would not be as suitable, sinct
there are occasions when the
standard
output can sometimes have substantially
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values (see below) than the
outputs.
The
correlatlon value
J,.,ed can be used to glve a quantltatlve
it
and ~t 1s lnterestlng to note the
flgures are obtalned from the t m e
where
no wlndowlng 1s
i ,lved,
n
devices
and the best of these 1s from the
where no output snioothlng rules
17, 12). The correlation values
_,,roved
figure 1 might at first sight seem
low, given that their possible range
om zero to one. This can be explained
f Fx jitter (1) in the outputs from
tically based devices, which is
caused by noise and rapid formant
S.
Since in all Tx waveforms used
I.'
-"
is just one non-zero value for each
tput pulse, and
the sampling rate is
aL""
buq,
.
nuite
small
~ e r i o d measurement
-*
ges due to jitter ;could 'move' pulses,
therefore the resulting correlation will
lowered.
Clearly this effect could be
owed for by making either the standard or
test
--pulses wider (two or three samples),
JaG-t such a decision must wait until more
perience has been gained.
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-

these measures depend on the supposition
t an Lx measure is an appropriate standard
sure.
In
practice,
apart from the
remely few speakers for whom
it
is
ossible to obtain a usable Lx output, the
sure is highly reliable.
However, for
se
comparison studies, it is the Tx
eform which is basic to their success, and
ing this study, a particular feature of
s conversion is reckoned to be worthy of
e.
Figure l shows an Lx and speech
ssure waveform along with Tx waveforms
from various devices. The very first pulse
in the Tx waveform derived from Lx, in this
case using a Masscomp implementation, is
-separate from the rest.
It occurs as a
result of the precursive larynx adjustment
prior to voicing, a feature which is shown on
the Lx waveform in a manner similar to a
typical closure-opening sequence in normal
Voicing.
The figure illustrates that there
is no acoustic effect resulting from this
adjustment,
and
therefore
none of the
acoustically based devices will have
aq
equivalent TX pulse. Clearly these extra
Pulses in the standard output will affect any
statistical results which depend on the total
number of TX pulses. In an informal study
using a voiscope, cases were found where more
than one pulse was generated as a result of
this feature, and this is currently under
investigation.

fn conjunction with this effect, the figure
also shows that when voicing ends, for this
Speaker the amplitude of the last few Lx
Cycles is significantly lower than the others
and that there is still a visible acoustic
Output.
There are no Tx pulses from any
device associated with these, so in this case
the Lx to TX would appear to be ideal for
device
comparison,
but
is it truly a
Standard? Similar cases have informally been
Observed where the amplitude of LX drops to a
level were its TX conversion ceases, but the
Speech
pressure
waveform
is such that
aco~sticall~based
devices
comtinue
to
Produce TX outputs.
This effect is also
Under investigation, and in this case the
Standard TX will have an inappropriately
$maller total number of pulses.
Finally , it has been observed (12) that
especially durinq plysives with a fully or
Partially voiced hold phase, the Lx output

is maintained whilst there is no output from
acoustically based devices. In this case the
standard Tx will have extra pulses. These
effects will cause the standard Tx to bias
the statistical calculations, for example the
KS statistic shown in figure 4. Hence, Dx,
Cx, Sx and Vx distributions (see figures 3,
5,
6)
zannot reliably be used for
device comparison until these problems with
the standard Tx are cured.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The development of techniques designed to
give, eventually, a quantitative assessment
of the operation of fundamental frequency
(Fx) estimation devices against a "standard"
- the laryngograph (2) - has been described.
Measures have been presented which are made
at a "macro" (whole passage input) and a
"micro" (single phone input) level,
and
typical results are given.
It has been
further shown that no single measure can be
used to assess completely the operation of a
given device.
In implementing these measures, examples have
been isolated which illustrate that current
techniques
used to derive a fundamental
period (Tx) measure from the laryngograph
output
waveform
(Lx) require
further
investigation
towards
a
more
rigorous
definition.
It is intended in the next stage of this work
to utilise a best-fit estimate from the micro
measure as the basis for time-aligning the Tx
outputs with the standard before further
processing.
The exact
nature
of
this
processing has yet to be completely defined,
but the macro measures provide a starting
point
since
they
quantify
measurement
categories already established ( 2 ) .
The
results
of
such
an
analysis will be
multi-dimensional, perhaps in matrix format.
This
reinforces
the very problem being
quantified, in that device optimisation is
application specific (1, 2, 4, 7, 11, 12),
and thus some parameters
require
extra
attention in some cases but less in others.
Thus it is felt that this is an appropriate
course to be taking towards a comprehensive
quantitative assessment of the operation of
real-time
speech
fundamental
frequency
extractors.
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TYPICAL STATISTICS TABLE
FOR THE Dx PLOTS SHOWN ABOVE
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C) Laryngograph output
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FIGURE 4: Cumulative Dx plot comparing peakpicker (pp) with laryngograph (Lx).

FIGURE 3b: Dx statistics.
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FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY SCATTER PLOT
(Based on data used for Dx plots,
Sx plot, and Vx plot also shown)
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Sx and Vx plots are based on data used
for Dx plots and Cx plot shown above
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~$IGSURE5: Larynx period scatter plot
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